Abstract. The paper presents a knowledge management system designed for the Italian Department of Technology and Innovation (Dipartimento per l'Innovazione e le Tecnologie, www.mininnovazione.it)
1
. The Department need is to promote the realization of e-government projects on a local basis, supporting all actors involved in the design and implementation of egovernment projects in Italy. In the pursue of this objective, the Department needs at the same time to maintain consistence among e-government projects, without restricting the freedom of Local Authorities, who are autonomous in carrying out their projects. In this scenario, a knowledge management system has been designed to support work and knowledge sharing for all actors involved, who will have a chance to re-use experiences, to be guided in the projects implementation, and to join a community of people involved in egovernment projects. Since the system is oriented to support different groups of users, for each of them a specific online environment has been designed. Members of departmental e-government projects, innovators within Local Authorities, Internet users, all have the chance to share resources on egovernment: the higher involvement, the more resources are available. At the core of the system, there are private rooms designed as working environments for those strictly involved in an e-government project. Together with the design of the km system, the project faced the issues of the organisational framework for maintaining the content and of community building among users.
After the assignment of funds, Local Authorities are now in the position of carrying out the approved projects. For the purpose of providing them with appropriate support, specific organisational units have been introduced by the Department, called Regional Competence Centres (RCC). Their mission is to help Local Authorities in the implementation phase and to guarantee integration between different projects carried out in different areas of the Country. The RCC are mixed teams formed by both people from each regional area and people from the central government.
Although Local Authorities are autonomous in carrying out their projects, the Central government needs to maintain consistence among them without restricting their freedom. In this scenario the knowledge management system is created in order to support actors in keeping in contact, sharing resources, approaches, solutions and problems occurring in the implementation of e-government projects.
The benefit for Local Authorities is to have a chance to re-use experiences, to be guided in the implementation, to join a community of people involved in egovernment projects, to discuss and share problems and solutions. Specific goals of the KM system are:
• Create a network of all actors involved in e-government and information society projects, and support community building among them: Central and Local Governments, providers, professionals, researchers, etc; • Provide a reserved workspace for RCC involved in supporting Local Authorities;
• Give visibility to resources on e-government and the information society in Italy in terms of documentation, events, discussions, hot issues, updates; • Give visibility to the variety of projects and approaches on e-government implemented in different areas of the country.
The design approach
The design of the km system has followed an approach focused on two dimensions: Content management issues have been addressed focusing on the creation of a knowledge map. The knowledge map represents a framework of keywords to classify, organise, access and retrieve all resources around the domain of e-government and the information society. The map has been designed ad hoc for this system since no similar map was existing so far within the Department and the Ministry.
The map is a flexible tool, always evolving in order to follow the evolutions of the topic (e.g. introduction of new concepts or applications of e-government). It consists of four main domains which can be combined in order to classify each available resource in the system: • "Type of Project" -the topics of e-government and information society projects • "What to do" -Steps for the planning and implementing e-government and information society projects • "How to do"-Tools, both technological and organisational, to carry out egovernment and information society projects • "Where to do" -the level (Government vs. Local) where projects of e-government and information society can be carried out. Each macro-area is articulated at a more detailed level, as the following picture shows. Community building issues have been addressed focusing on the definition of actors and their roles in the KM system. The solution is designed for a network of actors operating both at local and at central level that need to cooperate and to share. Different groups of users have been identified with different needs and roles; for each group some "user scenarios" have been designed in order to identify different types of resources and different functionalities.
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The km solution
The solution consists of three different environments, one for each group of users: the more a user is involved in e-government projects, the more resources are available. The three environments reflect different levels of access: a public level, a registered level, a private level (working space). A specific interface has been designed for each environment, even if consistency of design has been respected.
The Regional Competence Centres and Central Staff have mainly access to the Back-office environment. The group has the widest access to the system resources, and can input and modify all the resources (the Regional Centres can only work on local level, the Central Unit can work on everything). The group works on content and site management and on community building.
The Local Authorities uses an online environment with local resources accessible with password; the environment presents both content and community functionalities. The Working Areas have the following functionalities: Be aware of who is online; Document management; Event notification; Shared agenda; Address book; Chat; Forum.
Internet users have access to the Internet site (with registration) where they can: Browse resources (according to knowledge map criteria); Search (mixing different knowledge map criteria); Personalise the navigation according to interests; Read the most voted; Send to a friend; Vote; Comment and discuss; Add documents (central staff filter). 
The design of organisational specs
In order to guarantee maintenance of the system, an organisational framework has been designed. The central staff is responsible for feeding the system with contents, retrieving existing materials on e-government (laws, articles, papers, projects, etc) and to classify them according to all dimensions of the knowledge map. The central staff is in charge of quality control of documents submitted both from local staff and from other users of the system, and of the updating of knowledge map according to new topics emerging in the e-government domain of knowledge.
The local staff -Regional Competence Centres -is responsible for feeding the system with contents coming from projects' implementation (plans, strategic documents, design of services, etc.) and for the updating the section regarding their activity within the territory they belong to.
The registered users to the website could submit documents (which are afterwards checked by central staff before the publishing).
The network and the community will be built with the support of training, experimentation and continuous involvement.
A program of training and involvement is being deployed especially with the Regional Competence Centres.
Various meetings have been carried out in order to explain all the system features and to observe the system in use; findings from these meetings will be used for further training sessions and for fine tuning the system. Some communication actions will be carried out in order to give visibility of the system to the generic public.
Some further specific organisational actions will be adopted. Some of them are: • Identifying specific roles of experts responsible for site sections to check contents; • Monitoring knowledge map evolution;
• Supervising the homogeneous use of classifications;
• Identifying specific policy and actions to develop the "community" section, besides the "content" one; • Spreading capabilities of activating and promoting community;
• Identifying moderation and coordination modalities within workspace.
